In histopathology tissue-based biomarkers are useful for diagnostic, prognostic, and therapeutic purposes. Many relate to protein expression, which can be evidenced in tissue samples by using immunohistochemistry (IHC). This specific staining technique is based on antigen-antibody reactions and is applied to paraffin-embedded tissue samples. Quantifying IHC staining patterns has thus become a crucial need in pathology practice. For this task, whole slide imaging and automated image analysis have multiple advantages, such as avoiding the effects of human subjectivity in visual evaluation[@b1][@b2].

For decades in clinical pathology diaminobenzidine (DAB) has been widely used as a (brown) chromogen for revealing protein expression by means of IHC together with hematoxylin (HEM) for tissue counterstaining. The more antigen-chromogen is present in a tissue area, the darker the area appears albeit with possible signal saturation and without being able to refer to the Beer-Lambert law for DAB staining. However, several studies demonstrate that standardised protocols for tissue processing, IHC, and image acquisition are able to provide DAB staining measurements related to antigen content[@b3][@b4][@b5][@b6].

Even inside a given laboratory with a well-controlled workflow, IHC-stained slides may be subject to significant variations during their processing. If several IHC batches are required to process a large slide series, inter-batch staining variations should be reduced as much as possible to allow valid and quantitative staining characterisation across the complete series. As shown in the present study these non-relevant variations are not always easily identifiable by means of visual examination all the while impacting staining quantification by digital analysis. We therefore developed a methodology to identify these variations and to correct them by means of image normalisation. As detailed below, histological image normalisation has been especially investigated for hematoxylin-eosin (H&E) staining. This staining shows the tissue structures in a consistent and specific way (i.e. cell nuclei in blue/violet and other, eosinophilic, structures in red/pink). These properties enable the use of shape information for helping stain identification (e.g., inside and outside ellipse-shaped objects to identify hematoxylin and eosin pixels, respectively)[@b7]. In contrast, the protein expression patterns evidenced by IHC vary in terms of location, area and intensity, depending on both the tissue analysed and the protein targeted. This makes identification and correction of IHC inter-batch variations, which are not biologically relevant, more challenging. For this purpose we set up a methodology using tissue microarray (TMA) slides, sliced from the same TMA block, to provide staining references for different IHC batches targeting a given protein. After digitisation, a representative sampling is extracted from each reference to capture colour and intensity characteristics. The analysis of the inter-batch variations enables us to rule on the need for image normalisation and to evaluate the actual impact and efficiency of different image normalisation methods that we adapted for IHC staining.

Previous work and novel contributions
=====================================

Numerous histological image normalisation methods were specifically developed for hematoxylin-eosin (H&E) staining[@b7][@b8][@b9][@b10][@b11][@b12][@b13]. In contrast, only a few studies investigated IHC staining[@b14][@b15][@b16]. The basis for many methods of image normalisation is colour decomposition, a.k.a. deconvolution, to extract appropriate colour vectors. These vectors are extracted independently from each slide series, or staining batch, and then matched to perform colour matching between the different series or batches. This matching operation constitutes an essential step for image normalisation.

In this study we choose an unsupervised context for blind colour decomposition. In contrast, Khan *et al*.[@b15] propose a supervised method based on a pretrained classifier. However, this supervised method when applied to H&E staining yields very similar results to the unsupervised approach proposed by Macenko *et al*.[@b8]. Unsupervised methods for colour decomposition has the advantage to avoid the need to train data for each stain of interest, usually requiring manually-selected pixels in controlled slides from each batch. They are often based on matrix factorization approaches, such as principal component analysis (PCA), independent component analysis (ICA) or non-negative matrix factorization (NMF). These approaches use different kinds of assumptions translated into different constraints and/or objective functions. So PCA aims to account for as much of the data variability while enforcing orthogonality between their components, ICA assumes that each dye stains the tissue independently from all the other dye, and NMF aims to consider the physical constraint that each dye has a non-negative response[@b14]. Rabinovitch *et al*.[@b14] qualitatively compared these three approaches and show that PCA is not appropriate. However, some years later Macenko *et al*.[@b8] show that PCA has the ability to identify a plane appropriate for describing the clouds of bi-coloured pixels for H&E staining. The authors thus propose to extract new axes in this plane, as detailed in the next section. Li *et al*.[@b11] propose to use the NMF approach with a specific initialisation for H&E staining to avoid bad local minima. Without detailing the initialisation step Xu *et al*.[@b16] recently introduced sparse non-negative matrix factorization (SNMF) for H&E and IHC staining, compared it to PCA, ICA and NMF and conclude that SNMF is better.

[Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"} summarises three image normalisation methods based on blind colour deconvolution to which we provided some adaptations as detailed later to finally obtain 5 different normalisation methods to test for IHC images. [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"} indicates that the methods use optical density (OD) transformation of the RGB images before colour deconvolution. OD is defined by means of [equation (1)](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

where *I*~*c*~(*p*) is the image intensity of pixel *p* in linear RGB channel *c* and *I*~0,*c*~ is the background intensity in the same channel. This transformation enables a first normalisation step with respect to background intensity usually labelled *I*~0~ which is supposed to correspond to the glass slide in the digital pathology context. However, the *I*~0~ computation methods which are based on maximum intensity, as mentioned in [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}, do not ensure a correct extraction of the glass side intensity and can thus be improved (cf. next section). The use of an OD model for DAB staining is debatable because of its known scattering behaviour. However, Matkowskyj *et al*.[@b4] show that a relative log-linearity exists between the DAB signal obtained in standard IHC and the antigen amount. Finally, OD-like DAB measurements have shown interesting properties for colour deconvolution and the quantification of the DAB signal[@b5][@b16][@b17]. It is these properties that we use in the present study.

In a preliminary study[@b18] we adapted image normalisation methods from refs [@b8] and [@b11] to IHC staining. In the present study we include the SNMF-based method proposed in ref. [@b16] and notice the strong impact of initialisation on the algorithm performances in the IHC context. While some image normalisation methods[@b11][@b14][@b16] stop after colour matching, others[@b8][@b15] have an additional step of distribution fitting of deconvoluted values. This step aims to offset additional (counter)stain intensity variations from one staining batch to another. However, the actual contribution to normalisation of this step was not evaluated. In the present study we quantitatively assess the actual need of this additional step in the case of IHC staining. Finally, while some studies[@b15][@b16] provide quantitative validation for H&E image normalisation, at least for those mentioned in this section, none provide actual quantitative evaluation for IHC image normalisation. In the present study, we propose an experimental framework based on TMA materials, image processing and statistical analyses to objectively evaluate the need for image normalisation and to identify the best way to perform it. This methodology should be viewed as a preprocessing step to include in the workflow before the use of any image analysis software. Indeed, after the identification of the best normalisation method to apply, new, normalised, images can be produced in an appropriate format (e.g., NDPI Hamamatsu proprietary format or any other, such as BMP) to be then submitted to a quantification software (commercially available, open source or developed using Matlab, Python, ...).

Methods
=======

Methodology overview
--------------------

TMA is a widely used histological technology where small samples, a.k.a. cores, are extracted from different paraffin-embedded tissue blocks using a needle and inserted into a new paraffin block. A TMA slice thus enables the IHC analysis of numerous tissue samples at once. Subsequent slice imaging permits the extraction of data distributions characterising the IHC experiment or batch. In our methodology, a slice from a reference TMA is included in each IHC batch in order to provide comparable staining references (see [Supplementary Fig. S1a--d](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). After digitisation at 20x, the TMA images are used to provide different data sets:To establish blind colour decomposition for each IHC batch;To statistically characterise the possible inter-batch variations and thus evaluate the need for image normalisation;To choose the best way to normalise IHC images, if required;To establish the transformations required to normalise the complete series of IHC images.

[Figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} schematically presents the different steps of our approach which are detailed in the following subsections. Details on the software packages and the hardware used are provided as [supplementary information](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Reference image sampling
------------------------

We use a method that we previously developed for processing whole TMA slide images in order to correctly identify the numerous circular tissue samples (600 μm-diameter cores) present on the slide[@b19]. To ease and to speed up the setup of the normalisation process we create a tiled image from each TMA image characterising an IHC batch, as illustrated in [Supplementary Fig. S1e](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. This is made on each full resolution TMA slide image (0.452 μm/pixel) by cropping at a specific location of each core a square area of around 250 μm large (i.e. 500 × 500 pixel area). Since our TMA slide images count about 100 cores, each batch-reference image includes about 25 million pixels. To test the method robustness we generate different tiled reference images per IHC batch for each marker analysed, by systematically cropping different core locations. We subsequently investigate the possibility to reduce the number of TMA cores.

Colour vector extraction and matching
-------------------------------------

This step aims to extract the colour vectors representative of the stains routinely used in IHC, i.e. brown for DAB-stained tissue evidencing protein expression and blue for HEM tissue counterstaining. In the normalisation methods summarised in [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}, colour vector extraction is based on deconvolution after that each (RGB) channel intensity is transformed into OD (see [equation (1)](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}). As mentioned in the state of the art, an OD-like transformation of staining intensity has various advantages even if the Beer-Lambert law does not apply. To avoid misinterpretation we introduced the terminology of "staining darkness" (*SDA*) for this quantity.

### Staining darkness transform

We compute *SDA* using [equation (2)](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

where *I*~*c*~(*p*) is the image intensity of pixel *p* in linear RGB channel *c* and *I*~0,*c*~ is the background intensity in the same channel. In the present study we improve the way to compute *I*~0~ by explicitly quantifying the intensity of the glass slide background. To this aim, we transform the tiled image into a greyscale one by selecting for each pixel the minimum *I*~*c*~(*p*) value among the RGB channels. We apply Otsu's thresholding on this greyscale image to detect the tissue and a morphological dilation is applied to form a tissue mask. To avoid outliers, which could be due to glass artefacts, we set *I*~0,*c*~ at the mode of the intensity distribution in each channel outside this mask. We introduce the *Min* function in [equation (2)](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"} to avoid any negative value (due to very light pixels for which *I*~*c*~(*p*) \> *I*~0,*c*~). We apply this *SDA* transform before the extraction of colour vectors regardless of the used method, contrary to what we did in our preliminary study[@b18], where the different OD transforms mentioned in [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"} for refs [@b8] and [@b11] were used and exhibited some flaws.

### Blind colour deconvolution

We test five different methods to extract the colour vectors in the 3-dimensional (3D) *SDA* space. All of them are based on the factorization of an *SDA* data matrix, **X** (3 × *n*), as in [equation (3)](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"}. However, they essentially differ by their choice of the objective function and/or constraints, as below:

where **M** (3 × 3) is the colour deconvolution matrix and **C** (3 × *n*) the deconvoluted coefficient matrix.

In the context of standard IHC images **M** is defined on the basis of colour vectors defining the blue (HEM) and brown (DAB) axes, as shown in [equation (4)](#eq4){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

where **a** and **b** are normalised vectors defining the blue (HEM) and brown (DAB) axes, whereas **c** is their cross product. In fact, this 3^rd^ vector is not absolutely required but can be used as quality control (for which very small values are expected) for the HEM-DAB plane. In addition, visualisation of the pixel clouds in the 2D deconvoluted space easily reveals the defects of a deconvolution method, as illustrated in the results (see section "Colour vector extraction").

**Method 1**, **labelled** "**Macenko**", was adapted from ref. [@b8]. This method is based on the fact that the IHC images are two-toned and the pixel colour distribution in the SDA space should be mainly located in a plane, which can be identified by PCA. This hypothesis can be easily verified by computing the percentage of explained variance, which nears 100% in all our experiments. However, the orthogonal constraint makes principal components (PCs) inappropriate for the description of pixel colours, as illustrated in [Figs 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, where the two PCs were translated to the origin to preserve the SDA system origin. New axes have thus to be determined on the principal plane to better fit the colour cone. As detailed in the [supplementary information](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, the new blue and brown axes are defined on the basis of the angle between each pixel and the 1st principal component, the x-axis in [Figs 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. To compute the deconvolution matrix (**M** in [equation (3)](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"}), these two colour vectors are normalised, with the 3^rd^ vector as their cross-product.

**Methods 2 and 3**, **respectively labelled** "**Li**-**init**" **and** "**Li**-**init**-**NMF**", are adapted from ref. [@b11]. We separately consider the two steps of the deconvolution method proposed in ref. [@b11] for an extension described in Method 5. The NMF approach aims to avoid negative values in the final deconvoluted plane, as illustrated in [Figs 2b,c](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [3b,c](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. However, NMF is subject to local minimisation that is initialisation-dependent and thus requires a good approximation of the colour vectors to initialise the factorization process. The initialisation step (labelled "Li-init") involves a clustering step into the HSV colour space to extract the two initial colour vectors, which are converted back to RGB and then to SDA in the IHC context. To extract the final vectors, an NMF algorithm is then used. We call this complete process "Li-init-NMF" (see details in the [supplementary information](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

**Methods 4 and 5**, **respectively labelled** "**SNMF**" **and** "**Li**-**init**-**SNMF**". Xu *et al*.[@b16] propose to use SNMF in place of NMF to extract the colour vectors. SNMF differs from NMF by its objective function in which regularisation and sparsity terms are introduced (see [supplementary information](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) to help circumvent problems that can be found with NMF. However, the authors give no information about the initialisation they use for the SNMF algorithm. In our experiment, we test this method with a standard initialisation described in ref. [@b20] or proposed in ref. [@b11]. These two variants are respectively labelled "SNMF" and "Li-init-SNMF".

Because of the time needed for processing the factorization methods based on NMF and SNMF, it should be noted that we only use 0.1% of the pixels regularly sampled from our reference image, i.e. around 25,000 pixels per TMA, to extract the colour vectors representative of an IHC batch. With regard to this sampling, the robustness of the colour vectors so extracted was also analysed (see section "Colour vector extraction").

### Inter-batch colour matching

After obtaining deconvolution matrix **M** of [equation (3)](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"} by one of the above methods, we can decompose an SDA image into their stain components (DAB and HEM in our IHC context). In our methodology the **M** matrix is independently computed on each SDA-transformed tiled image that we use as IHC batch reference. Thus, for batch *k*, the SDA-transformed tiled image can be deconvoluted by applying [equation (5)](#eq5){ref-type="disp-formula"} with its own colour deconvolution matrix (**M**~*k*~).

After applying deconvolution on each tiled image, the extracted colour vectors define the (HEM-DAB) colour space specific to each IHC batch. If the deconvolution is appropriate and efficient, the pixel vectors, **SDA**~*dec,k*~, should be in similarly aligned colour spaces and thus provide comparable value distributions for subsequent image processing.

SDA distribution fitting
------------------------

This step takes place per deconvoluted channel (HEM or DAB) and aims to accurately match the **SDA**~*dec*~ value distributions extracted from the tiled images representing the different IHC batches. A batch, labelled *t*, is chosen to be the target to which each other batch, labelled *k*, will be fitted. This additional step is not always considered in the different methods encountered in the literature. We test four fitting methods, including two techniques proposed in the literature[@b8][@b15] and two generalisations that we introduce, i.e. linear and B-spline regression methods (see details in [supplementary information](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Each fitting method defines a transform to match the *SDA*~*dec,k,c*~ distribution with the target (*SDA*~*dec,t,c*~) one. The result is labelled Fit~*t*~(*SDA*~*dec,k,c*~) and the corresponding vector, **Fit**~*t*~(**SDA**~*dec,k*~), expresses the normalised SDA values of a pixel in the deconvoluted space.

Need and efficiency of the image normalisation steps
----------------------------------------------------

We remind that in the proposed methodology a slice from the same TMA block is added to each IHC batch. In the context of our controlled platform (see section "Experimental design for quantitative evaluation"), we can assume that for these slices the distributions of the *SDA*~*dec*~ values should be similar in the absence of inter-batch variations. Accordingly, to evaluate the quality and the actual contribution of the different normalisation steps, we evaluate the similarity between the *SDA*~*dec,t,c*~ and the *SDA*~*dec,k,c*~ value distributions in the three following situations: (i) before colour matching, i.e. by imposing the colour vectors extracted from batch *t* to each batch *k*, (ii) after colour matching between the batches and (iii) after an additional SDA distribution fitting step (see QC steps in [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). In each situation the distributions we compare are established from pixel samples different from the tiled images which are used both for colour vector extraction and to establish an additional SDA transform for improving distribution fitting. Distribution similarity is then checked by means of Q--Q plots established on 1000 quantiles of each distribution. These plots should fit the 45-degree reference line (*y* = *x*) in the case of distribution equality. We evaluate this fitting property in terms of the root-mean-square error (RMSE). We also use the 2-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) statistic which computes the maximum difference between the empirical cumulative distribution functions of the two samples. In practice, only the step(s) actually contributing to batch distribution similarity should be applied.

Image normalisation
-------------------

Before staining quantification (see section "Experimental design for quantitative evaluation") we apply the inter-batch normalisation process on the complete TMA images as follow:Converting each image to stain darkness using [equation (2)](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}.Applying the deconvolution using the vectors extracted from the tiled reference image using [equation (5)](#eq5){ref-type="disp-formula"}.Optional: applying the SDA fitting step according to the target to each pixel of the image.

While the first two steps constitute an intra-batch process generating a normalised (and thus comparable) colour space, the third step operates inter-batch to provide single-channel value distribution mapping. This third step requires choosing one batch (e.g. the first one) as the target to which all the others should be adjusted. Once this is done, the staining quantification can be carried out in the deconvoluted space. For visualisation purposes, enabling among other qualitative evaluation and/or biomarker scoring by pathologists, it is possible to go back to a normalised RGB image using [equations (6)](#eq6){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(7)](#eq7){ref-type="disp-formula"}, which respectively compute the normalised (*N*) SDA vector and the normalised intensity values in the RGB space, using [equation (2)](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}, for images of batch *k* taking batch *t* as target.

Experimental design for quantitative evaluation
===============================================

We carried out different IHC staining experiments to provide images for quantitative analyses. These experiments targeted different proteins which show different subcellular localisations and were evidenced in different tissue types, as detailed in [Table 2](#t2){ref-type="table"}.

To evaluate the normalisation methods each IHC experiment was done in different staining batches in which we included consecutive slides (one per batch) from the same TMA in order to screen the targeted protein expression (see [Table 2](#t2){ref-type="table"}). All tissue samples analysed in this study came from the archives of the Department of Pathology of the Erasme University Hospital. All patients gave informed consent and the study was approved by the local ethics board. For each marker the same IHC protocol (with the same primary antibody at the same dilution detailed in the [supplementary information](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) was used, which is a minimum commonly admitted condition for standardising IHC. It should be noted that contrary to the other makers, the two CD3 batches were carried out with two different lots for the antibody as well as for the detection kit. This experiment enabled us to test the robustness of our approach in a more realistic context.

The whole TMA slides were then digitalized at 20x just after IHC staining using a calibrated whole slide scanner (Nanozoomer, Hamamatsu, Hamamatsu, Japan). The calibration concerns light intensity, white balance and shading and is done every day automatically, using a specific slide provided by the manufacturer. A second scanning was also performed later for some slides, as detailed in the result section. After scanning, one TMA image, e.g. from the first batch, was chosen as the target image and the other TMA images from the other batches were submitted to the different steps of the normalisation and quality control methods to fit the colour and SDA distribution characteristics of the target, according to [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. This process enabled us to select normalisation methods providing satisfactory results at SDA distribution levels.

Finally, we analysed the impact of the selected normalisation methods on two features commonly used by pathologists to characterise IHC staining, i.e. the Labelling Index (LI), which is the percentage of positive (DAB-stained) tissue area or nucleus area (for nuclear markers), and the Quick Score (QS), which is the product of the LI by the mean SDA computed on the positive (DAB-stained) tissue/nucleus pixels only, i.e. this is the mean SDA where the negative tissue/nucleus pixels have zero-setting values[@b21]. To compute these quantitative features, three or, in the case of nuclear markers, four segmentation parameters were manually set in the deconvoluted (HEM-DAB) plane obtained for the target batch only. We noticed that in this plane the tissue pixels have a distance to the origin larger than a given threshold, i.e. located outside of a disk centred at the origin, and positive protein staining consists of pixels for which their brown value exceeds both a given threshold and their blue value by a given factor. In the cases of nuclear markers a fourth parameter consists of an additional threshold on the blue values to identify negative nucleus area[@b21]. As our image acquisition process is standardised, the value of the tissue threshold can be set at a small value arbitrarily chosen at 0.015. The remaining parameters determining positive DAB staining (and negative nuclei if required) were set by a pathologist. An efficient image normalisation should avoid these parameters to be adjusted between the different batches. The segmentation parameters established for the target batch were thus used for all the batches, to extract the LI and QS values from each tissue core found in each TMA slide. We thus obtained LI and QS distributions extracted per protein and per batch (on about a hundred of cores per TMA slide). As we used consecutive slides from the same TMA, after image normalisation the LI and QS distributions characterising a given protein should be similar from a batch to another. This property at distribution level does not assume concordance between the pairs of values measured on two slices of the same TMA core. To evaluate distribution fitting we used the 2-sample KS test, which uses the KS statistic described in section "Need and efficiency of the image normalisation steps" to evaluate the null hypothesis stipulating the equality of probability distributions.

Results
=======

We first present the results which concern the first 4 markers of [Table 2](#t2){ref-type="table"} because they were revealed in similar conditions, i.e. the different IHC batches were carried out with the same lot of antibodies and reagents. Finally, we describe the results obtained for the CD3 experiment to evaluate the robustness of our approach when different lots of antibody and reagents are used. In this latter section, we also report data concerning robustness with regard to the number of TMA cores required to extract an efficient normalisation transform.

Evaluation of colour deconvolution methods
------------------------------------------

### Colour vector extraction

We assessed the ability of each method to extract relevant colour axes from a reference image. [Figures 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} compare the results of the different deconvolution methods under study applied on an ERG and an IGF2R staining batch, respectively. It should be noted that in comparison to IGF2R, the ERG experiment exhibited strongly unbalanced proportions of brown and blue pixels. This is due to the fact that the nuclear ERG staining is less present than the cytoplasmic/membranous IGF2R one, as illustrated in [Fig. S1a,b](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. [Figures 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} also clearly show that two methods ("Macenko" and "Li-init-SNMF", cf. frames d and f) provide interesting solutions in terms of colour vector extraction. It should be noted that "Macenko" has a controlled amount of negative values for the training data (1% of non-background pixels for each deconvoluted channel). These negative values can be considered as indicators of a negligible contribution to the concerned channel and can thus be clipped to 0. It is interesting to note that the SNMF-based methods have smaller numbers of negative values than the "Macenko" method for the HEM channel only, whereas larger amounts of negative values (i.e. about the double) are observed for the DAB channel, while clearly improving the results obtained after the "Li-init" initialisation step (in [Figs 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}).

To confirm all these observations, we carried out different measurements to characterise the DAB and HEM axis fitting to the pixel clouds and the axis robustness to the change of the tiled reference images used for vector extraction. These analyses were made on 3 staining batches of the ERG and IGF2R experiments, with 3 different tiled reference images per batch. We assessed the quality of the plane determined by the two colour axes by analysing the values obtained on the 3rd orthogonal axis and obtained near identical results for all methods, except "Li-init". These similar results show very low contributions to the 3rd dimension and no noticeable variation induced by the tiled reference image. As expected, the planes extracted by "Li-init" appeared a little less suitable and a little less robust. However, this method provided good initial planes for further optimisation. These analyses also confirmed that the HEM axis extracted by the "Li-init-NMF" method and the DAB axis extracted by both "Li-init-NMF" and "SNMF" methods did not sufficiently fit the pixel clouds, as observed in [Figs 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} (frames c and e). We thus confirm the selection of the "Macenko" and "Li-init-SNMF" methods, together with "Li-init" as an interesting initial step, and discard the other methods from the subsequent analyses because of their obvious defects.

To illustrate the relevance of the extracted colour vectors, we carried out an experiment using a tonsil tissue slide submitted to IHC targeting CD21 (a transmembrane protein). The same tissue slice was scanned before and after HEM counterstaining resulting in two images: one with "pure" DAB staining and the other with both staining and counterstaining, respectively. Fifteen tiles (870 × 980 μm at 10x) were picked from this latter and used to constitute one tiled image from which colour vectors were extracted using the "Macenko" deconvolution method. [Figure 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the deconvolution results obtained after going back to RGB images using [equations (6)](#eq6){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(7)](#eq7){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

### Inter-batch colour matching

We then analysed the efficiency of each of the three methods selected above when used for inter-batch colour matching. For this purpose, we characterised for each marker and each deconvoluted channel (HEM and DAB) the similarity of the two SDA distributions (from two batches) obtained before and after colour matching. In the first case, the colour vectors were extracted from the reference batch only and imposed to the second batch. In the second case, the colour vectors were extracted from each batch and matched. For robustness purposes we made our analyses on pixel samples different from the reference images used for vector extraction. [Figure 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the Q--Q plots of the SDA distributions obtained for ERG before and after colour matching based on the "Macenko" deconvolution method. This figure shows the improvement in fitting the 45-degree reference line after colour matching, especially for the HEM channel. [Table 3](#t3){ref-type="table"} provides the quantitative results obtained for ERG and IGF2R, where the distribution similarities are evaluated by two criteria. The first one (RMSE) evaluates the fitting of the Q--Q plot with the 45-degree reference line (*y* = *x*), whereas the second is the two-sample KS statistic. For the HEM channel the results show a strong improvement of the distribution similarities after colour matching that is evidenced by a decrease near 0 of each criterion and for each method. In particular, the KS statistic, which shows a maximum difference of about 20% between the two cumulative distribution functions before matching, decreases until 2--3% after matching. In contrast, the DAB channel shows a strong stability between the two batches, as revealed by the very low criterion values already obtained before colour matching. This means that the DAB vector extracted from the 1^st^ batch is also adapted for the second one. However, few improvements can be observed in terms of the KS statistic for ERG, especially for "Li-init" which was not as good as the others before matching (also observed in the case of IGF2R). The results for PDFRa and P53 exhibit different behaviours, as detailed in [Table 4](#t4){ref-type="table"}. Indeed, PDGFRa shows improvements for both the HEM and the DAB channels. Concerning DAB, the KS statistic for "Macenko" and "Li-init + SNMF" decreases from 10% to about 2.5%, whereas for HEM, this statistic decreases from 13% to about 5% for these two methods. Finally, the results obtained for P53 show opposite data as compared to ERG. Indeed, this time the HEM channel shows inter-batch stability (KS statistic around 4% before colour matching), whereas the DAB channel shows improved distribution similarities after colour matching, with a decrease which amounts to between 14 and 20% in terms of the KS statistic, paralleled by a decrease in terms of RMSE.

Contribution of an additional SDA distribution fitting step
-----------------------------------------------------------

In view of the very good results already obtained after colour matching, we observed no additional improvement after SDA distribution fitting whatever the method used. It should be noted that the IHC experiments were carried out with the same antibody and reagent lots and in a standardised environment, consisting of automated slicing and IHC process, image acquisition using a calibrated whole slice scanner. Our results thus show that in these conditions the inter-batch variations essentially affect the colours without additional effect on the staining intensity. It should even be noted that the P99-based rescaling proposed in ref. [@b8] for H&E staining causes a systematic degradation of the fitting obtained after colour matching (for the 4 markers) and should thus be absolutely avoided in the case of IHC staining.

We carried out an additional experiment to investigate whether the fading of IHC staining on tissue slides (in the course of time) has no additional effect on intensity. To this aim, we scanned a second time, 7 months later, the TMA slides of the IGF2R and ERG experiments. Again, the essential effect was observed at the colour level, as illustrated in [Fig. 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"} for IGF2R. Indeed, we observed a yellowing of the stains 7 months later, resulting in frame b (before colour matching) in a misalignment of the pixel cloud to the axes extracted in frame a. After colour matching with the new axes extracted from the image obtained 7 months later (using "Macenko", see frame c), the KS statistic between the SDA distributions for IGF2R (comparing frames a and c of [Fig. 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}) was 1% for HEM and 2% for DAB (against 12% and 6%, respectively, before colour matching when comparing frames a and b). For ERG it was 4% for HEM and 5% for DAB (against 24% and 10% before colour matching, respectively). Again, the very good results obtained after colour matching made unnecessary an additional distribution fitting step.

Application to IHC biomarker quantification
-------------------------------------------

To evaluate image normalisation usefulness for quantitative IHC staining characterisation, we extracted two features commonly used by pathologists, i.e. the Labelling Index (LI) and the Quick Score (QS). We analysed their distributions extracted from the TMA slides as detailed in section "Experimental design for quantitative evaluation". [Figure 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the problem observed for nucleus area segmentation before colour matching and the improvement obtained after this step. [Tables 5](#t5){ref-type="table"} and [6](#t6){ref-type="table"} summarizes the quantitative results obtained (for colour matching without additional SDA distribution fitting) for "Macenko" and "Li-init-SMNF", i.e. the two methods showing the best performances and robustness in the previous sections. These two methods provided very similar results, in agreement with the results obtained in terms of SDA distributions in section "Inter-batch colour matching". Before colour matching the KS test showed significant variations between the two LI distributions for each marker, except IGF2R. For the QS feature a substantial gain in terms of the KS statistic was nevertheless obtained for this marker also ([Table 6](#t6){ref-type="table"}). After colour matching, all the variations were reduced to non-significant values. These KS values were larger than those obtained for the SDA distributions in section "Inter-batch colour matching" because the present data were computed on samples 10 times smaller than in [Tables 3](#t3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#t4){ref-type="table"}. [Figure 7a,b](#f7){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the inter-batch variations observed on the LI distributions for PDGFRa before image normalisation and the distribution similarity obtained after colour matching. Confirming our results obtained at the SDA distribution levels (see section "Contribution of an additional SDA distribution fitting step"), adding an SDA distribution fitting step did not improve the results and even deteriorated them often, in particular with the P99-based rescaling proposed in ref. [@b8].

Robustness regarding the changes of antibody and reagent lots and the number of TMA cores
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### Changes of antibody and reagent lots

We applied exactly the same methodology for the CD3 experiment than for the other markers. It should be noted that for CD3 the TMA only counted 43 cores (i.e. less than 50% compared to the other TMAs). As illustrated in [Supplementary Fig. S2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, our methodology evidenced that the changes of lots between the two CD3 batches strongly impacted the SDA values distributions of the second IHC batch (in particular the DAB one, with an RMSE of 0.35 before normalisation). This impact was not corrected by means of colour matching and thus required additional SDA distribution fitting. The best result was obtained by using B-spline regression (with 100 splines). This method was particularly efficient in correcting the non-linear deformation of the Q-Q plots shown in [Fig. 8b](#f8){ref-type="fig"} (RMSE of 0.04 after normalisation). [Supplementary Table S2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} confirmed the positive impact of this normalisation on the quantitative LI and QS features characterising CD3 expression. These data show a decrease of the KS statistics from around 50% to reach clearly non-significant values.

### Number of TMA cores

Finally, we tested how our method was affected by the number of TMA cores used to extract the normalisation transform. [Figure 7c,d](#f7){ref-type="fig"} shows the variations observed on the PDGFRa LI distribution, with the largest inter-batch variations in [Table 5](#t5){ref-type="table"}, when the number of cores progressively increase from 20 (regularly selected in the TMA grid) to the maximum, 94. It should be noted that the TMA samples were from a single tissue type (glioblastoma, see [Table 2](#t2){ref-type="table"}). The results show that 20 cores were enough to identify an efficient transform and no improvement was observed from 60 cores. We replicated the same test on the ERG experiment for which the TMA was constituted of nine different tissue types. To follow the tissue origin distribution we first selected a set of 3 cores per tissue type that we progressively completed. As detailed in [Supplementary Fig. S3](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} the results show that the first selection of 27 cores is enough to extract an efficient normalisation transform. In the case of CD3 (see [Fig. 8c,d](#f8){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Fig. S2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) a selection of 21 cores, which follow the tissue origin distribution, improves the KS statistic from 29% (before normalisation, see LI feature in [Table S2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) to 19% (p = 0.39). The use of 43 cores improves it up to 12% (see [Table S2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Another core selection, which did not take into account tissue origins, provided unsatisfactory results (KS statistic of 26%).

Discussion
==========

In their review Onder *et al*. highlight the need for comparative analyses between image normalisation methods in histopathology[@b22]. They stress the facts that just showing visual improvements is not sufficient and that quantitative evaluation and comparison are required. The present study proposes an experimental framework to perform this comparison in the context of IHC applied to various markers and tissue types. Regarding SDA and biomarker feature values, the use of TMA slides sliced from the same TMA block provides reference distributions which should fit after efficient image normalisation. We are thus left with measuring distribution fitting before and after the different steps of image normalisation to evaluate their actual impact and necessity.

We apply our experimental framework in the IHC context to evaluate different image normalisation methods based on blind colour deconvolution. Our experimental analysis reveals that efficient colour deconvolution is an essential step which has to be applied on each staining batch. This means that colour vectors extracted from an IHC slide series cannot be applied as is to another series, even between successive IHC batches made in the same and well-controlled environment (such as illustrated by our results labelled "before"). Consequently, any IHC quantification tool based on colour deconvolution, provided in commercial or open-source software packages, must include such an adaptive step. This also means that the widespread use of the so-called "Ruifrok" method (i.e. the use of a single set of values, such as those given in ref. [@b17]) cannot be satisfactory without adaptation to each slide series left to analyse.

Our analyses confirm results from a recent study showing that PCA and NMF are unsuitable for colour vector extraction[@b16]. However, we notice that the proposed SNMF alternative requires a good initialisation to be efficient. We adapt to IHC images the initialisation proposed by Li *et al*. (for the NMF method applied to H&E images[@b11]) and show that it is very useful to make an SNMF-based approach effective. This initialisation requires to transform the RGB colour space into the HSV one and then to come back to RGB before SDA transform. In our quantitative analysis the deconvolution method proposed by Macenko *et al*.[@b8] provides results comparable to the "Li-init-SNMF" ones in terms of colour matching but with some practical advantages. Indeed, it is simpler to implement, does not require initialisation and provides control over the number of negative values. In contrast, the constraint balancing required by SNMF must be experimentally tuned, which is not always an easy task. However, the "Macenko" approach is designed for two stains only, without obvious generalisation for more stains. The SNMF method does not have this limitation as long as an adequate unsupervised initialisation can be provided.

In the literature the "Macenko" method is often denigrated as being less performing, at least with H&E staining, if one of the stains is less present (e.g., see ref. [@b12]). Our IHC experiments included a nuclear marker (ERG) with relatively rare expression. In average, it represents about 10% of the total nuclear area, i.e. only about 3.5% of all the (counter)stained tissue area/pixels. Even if the DAB axis seems less well-aligned than in the case of a more abundant staining (see [Figs 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}), all the quantitative results regarding ERG are very satisfactory (cf. [Tables 5](#t5){ref-type="table"} and [6](#t6){ref-type="table"}). However, in the case of rare staining the DAB axis extraction can be improved by simply selecting a smaller quantile in the angle distribution (e.g. quantile 0.002 in place of 0.01).

In the well-controlled context of our laboratory, our data also show that an additional step of SDA distribution fitting may be unnecessary, even after colour fading in the course of time, when the same lots of reagents (antibodies and detection kits) are used across the IHC batches. In this case normalisation can be made from representative pixel colour samples, without the absolute need for including a slide from a common TMA in each series. For example, a tiled reference image can be directly sampled from the slide series in each batch. However, the property of SDA distribution stability after colour matching should be verified at least once in each context, in particular if the slides are processed in different laboratories with different operating procedures. As an illustration of a more general situation, the CD3 experiment was made with changes in the antibody and reagent lots between the batches and revealed the usefulness of an additional step of SDA distribution fitting. This kind of situation requires a tool to capture the SDA distributions in each batch. Slices from the same TMA block constitute a practical way for meeting this requirement with minimum additional cost (only one slide must be added per IHC batch). Biobanking currently eases tissue sample availability and tissue arrayer is an accessible technology and which we have had in our laboratory for about 10 years. In addition, TMAs, which cover a wide range of organs and disease states, are also commercially available.

The reported results show that our TMA-based methodology was able to correct linear and nonlinear (in the case of CD3) deformations of the (HEM or DAB) SDA value distributions. Our process successfully deals with deformations characterised by a KS statistic of 22% (HEM channel of ERG) or an RMSE of 0.35 (DAB channel of CD3). We strongly reduce the impact of the variability in slides from a single TMA block by working at distribution level and applying regression to a Q-Q plot, which does not require a pairwise matching of the cores between the TMA slides. The sole requirement is that the SDA value distributions can be extracted from the tiled images constructed from the reference TMA slides. This is the reason why a sufficient number of TMA cores are required. We notice that a TMA including around 20 cores is enough to normalise IHC images showing variations in terms of colour or SDA values. When tissue samples with different origins are investigated, we recommend to preserve this diversity in the TMA and, if need be, to increase the number of cores. If the targeted antigen expression is well known or documented, a selection of tissue samples in order to cover the staining intensity range from weak to strong is possible.

In our laboratory we currently apply the proposed normalisation process as a preprocessing step before performing quantitative analyses with a commercial program in the context of different research studies. So, the IGFR2R example shown in the paper is part of such study focusing on the role of this protein in tumour neovascularization and involving the quantitative evaluation of IGF2R expression in the vascular compartment of a large series of tumours (manuscript in preparation). In this evaluation we used the LI and QS features but the beneficial impact of image normalisation should also be observed for each staining feature which requires to detect positive and/or negative pixels, e.g. to segment the histological objects of interest. Such positive impact was already observed for object segmentation in the context of H&E staining[@b15][@b16].

In conclusion, the present study enables us to provide guidelines for image normalisation applied to IHC staining when the expression pattern of a targeted protein should be analysed across a large slide series requiring multiple staining batches:When quantitative characterisation is concerned, a well-controlled platform for tissue processing, staining and image acquisition and standardised protocols are advised in order to reduce inter-batch variations.In the absence of prior information on inter-batch variations, it is advised to include a slice from a reference TMA in each staining batch in order to provide staining references in terms of colour and intensity, with a minimum of 20 cores with at least 3 cores per tissue origin.For two stains the colour matching step can be carried out using either the "Macenko" method or the "Li-init-SNMF" one. The use of the latter remains to be validated if more stains have to be discerned. Any other method proposed in the literature can be evaluated using the proposed methodology.The necessity of an additional SDA distribution fitting step and its type should be evaluated by looking at the SDA Q--Q plots obtained after colour matching and their deformation with regard to the 45-degree reference line. An RMSE larger than 0.05 requires evaluating the benefit of using this additional step. Non-linear deformation can be corrected by using B-spline regression.
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![Overview of our methodology: it is based on the processing of virtual TMA slides to assess the need and the efficiency of IHC image normalisation methods (see main text for details).\
SDA: staining darkness (cf. section "Colour vector extraction and matching"). QC: quality control step (cf. section "Need and efficiency of the image normalisation steps").](srep42964-f1){#f1}

![ERG experiment: pixel clouds on HEM (X) - DAB (Y) plane determined by means of (**a**) PCA, (**b**) "Li-init", (**c**) "Li-init-NMF", (**d**) "Macenko", (**e**) "SNMF" (with standard initialisation), (**f**) "Li-init-SNMF". The scatterplots show only 2500 colored pixels regularly sampled from the reference images.](srep42964-f2){#f2}

![IGF2R experiment: pixel clouds on HEM (X) - DAB (Y) plane determined by means of (**a**) PCA, (**b**) "Li-init", (**c**) "Li-init-NMF", (**d**) "Macenko", (**e**) "SNMF" (with standard initialisation), (**f**) "Li-init-SNMF". The scatterplots show only 2500 pixels.](srep42964-f3){#f3}

![Fields from a tonsil tissue slide where CD21 expression was revealed by means of IHC.\
(**a**) DAB staining with HEM counterstaining. (**b**,**c**) HEM and DAB channels extracted from (**a**) using "Macenko". (**d**) DAB staining of (**a**) scanned before counterstaining (i.e. DAB ground truth).](srep42964-f4){#f4}

![Effects of colour matching on HEM and DAB SDA distributions and on nucleus area segmentation for the ERG experiment.\
(**A**) Several tiles extracted from the TMA cores characterising two IHC batches targeting the ERG protein and showing lighter staining in the second batch, in particular for HEM. (**B**) Q-Q plots (X: reference batch, Y: batch to normalise) comparing the SDA distributions measured in the HEM and DAB channels before (i.e. with the colour axes computed on batch 1, in green) and after colour matching (i.e. after matching the colour axes computed on each batch, in blue). Lighter colours in batch 2 make the Q-Q plots under the diagonals before matching. (**C**) Zoomed images from the two batches with the segmentation of the negative nucleus areas (HEM staining), using the parameters set for batch 1, before and after colour matching. Because of the lighter blue staining in batch 2, some nucleus parts are lost for this batch before colour matching whereas they are recovered after colour matching.](srep42964-f5){#f5}

![Application of colour matching (with "Macenko") to reduce the effects of colour fading.\
(**a**) Pixel cloud from an IGFR2R slide using the colour vectors extracted from its reference image. (**b**) Pixel cloud of the same slide scanned 7 months later using the colour vectors of (**a**). (**c**) Pixel cloud of (**b**) with the new colour vectors extracted with "Macenko". (**d**--**f**) Part of a core from the TMA image corresponding to the pixel cloud in (**a**--**c**) respectively.](srep42964-f6){#f6}

![Effects of image normalisation on the quantification of the PDGFRa labelling index (LI).\
(**a**) Q-Q plots (X: reference batch, Y: batch to normalise) comparing the LI distributions before (in green) and after (in blue) colour matching between two IHC batches targeting PDGFRa. (**b**) Box plots of the PDGFRa LI computed in the different situations indicated on the X-axis. Box boundaries = 1st and 3rd quartiles, inner horizontal line = median, whiskers = minimum and maximum values. (**c**,**d**) Similarly, illustration of the impact of the number of cores (mentioned on the X-axis of frame (**d**)) selected in the TMAs to normalise the second PDGFRa batch with regard to the first one (ref). The dot colours in (**c**) correspond to those of boxes in (**d**).](srep42964-f7){#f7}

![Effects of image normalisation for the CD3 experiment.\
(**a**,**b**) Q-Q plots (X: reference batch, Y: batch to normalise) comparing the SDA distributions measured in the HEM and DAB channels, respectively, before colour matching (in green), after colour matching (in red) and after additional distribution fitting (in blue) using 100 B-splines (cf. [supplementary information](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Darker colours in batch 2 make the Q-Q plots above the diagonals before normalisation. (**c**) Q-Q plots (X: reference batch, Y: batch to normalise) comparing the LI distributions after batch 2 normalisation using 21 (in yellow) or 43 TMA cores (in blue). (**d**) Box plots of the CD3 LI computed for batch 1 (ref) and batch 2 before and after normalisation based on the use of either 21 or 43 TMA cores. The associated KS-statistics (p-values) are 0.19 (0.39) and 0.12 (0.91), respectively. Box boundaries = 1st and 3rd quartiles, inner horizontal line = median, whiskers = minimum and maximum values.](srep42964-f8){#f8}

###### Summary of three image normalisation methods based on blind colour deconvolution.

  Study                    Staining                      Preprocessing                      Vector extraction for colour matching        Post-processing
  ----------------------- ---------- ----------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------- ---------------------------
  Macenko *et al*.[@b8]      H&E              OD computing with *I*~0~ = *max(I*)               PCA & extraction of new axes        Rescaling OD distribution
  Li *et al*.[@b11]          H&E      OD computing with *I*~0~ = *max(I*) after filtering     NMF with specific initialisation                None
  Xu *et al*.[@b16]        H&E-IHC       OD computing (no detail on *I*~0~ computing)                       SNMF                              None

H&E: hematoxylin-eosin; IHC: immunohistochemistry; OD: optical density; *I/I*~0~: intensity/background intensity; PCA: principal component analysis; NMF: non-negative matrix factorization; SNMF: sparse NMF (for details see main text).

###### IHC experiments (see details in [supplementary information](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

  Marker                                         Antigen                                  Expression location                                         TMA composition
  -------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  IGF2R (3 batches)               Insulin-like growth factor 2 receptor              Cell cytoplasm and/or membrane   Various healthy or pathologic tissue samples coming from different human organs
  ERG (3 batches)                            ETS-related gene                                 Cell nucleus            Various healthy or pathologic tissue samples coming from different human organs
  PDGFRa (2 batches)    Platelet-derived growth factor receptor, alpha polypeptide   Cell cytoplasm and/or membrane                         Various human glioblastoma samples
  P53 (2 batches)               Tumour protein (or tumour suppressor) P53                     Cell nucleus                                  Various human glioblastoma samples
  CD3 (2 batches\*)                    Cluster of differentiation 3                  Cell cytoplasm and/or membrane                          Tonsil and colonic tissue samples

\*Carried out with different antibody and reagent lots.

###### Effects of colour matching on deconvoluted SDA value distributions for ERG and IGF2R (*n* = 1000).

  Colour matching    ERG - RMSE   IGF2R - RMSE   ERG - KS   IGF2R - KS                          
  ----------------- ------------ -------------- ---------- ------------ ------- ------- ------- -------
  HEM channel                                                                                   
   Macenko             0.084         0.013        0.061       0.013      0.218   0.022   0.197   0.031
   Li-Init             0.106         0.036        0.087       0.016      0.220   0.020   0.197   0.021
   Li-init-SNMF        0.096         0.015        0.066       0.015      0.219   0.023   0.197   0.032
  DAB channel                                                                                   
   Macenko             0.030         0.025        0.009       0.011      0.057   0.032   0.046   0.049
   Li-Init             0.021         0.024        0.023       0.016      0.103   0.026   0.105   0.059
   Li-init-SNMF        0.019         0.018        0.007       0.010      0.033   0.032   0.022   0.057

Before: use of the deconvolution matrix extracted from batch 1.

###### Effects of colour matching on deconvoluted SDA value distributions for P53 and PDGFRa (*n* = 1000).

  Colour matching    P53 - RMSE   PDGFRa - RMSE   P53 - KS   PDGFRa - KS                          
  ----------------- ------------ --------------- ---------- ------------- ------- ------- ------- -------
  HEM channel                                                                                     
   Macenko             0.028          0.022        0.044        0.028      0.042   0.076   0.132   0.047
   Li-Init             0.036          0.017        0.067        0.062      0.045   0.076   0.093   0.059
   Li-init-SNMF        0.034          0.015        0.046        0.023      0.048   0.077   0.135   0.051
  DAB channel                                                                                     
   Macenko             0.039          0.008        0.059        0.015      0.167   0.028   0.107   0.025
   Li-Init             0.037          0.020        0.073        0.034      0.220   0.029   0.055   0.056
   Li-init-SNMF        0.034          0.010        0.057        0.016      0.192   0.015   0.103   0.027

Before: use of the deconvolution matrix extracted from batch 1.

###### Comparison of the LI distributions before and after colour matching using "Macenko"/"Li-init-SNMF".

  LI                   KS statistic   KS p-value   Mean - batch to normalise   Mean - target batch   SD - batch to normalise   SD - target batch                       
  ------------------- -------------- ------------ --------------------------- --------------------- ------------------------- ------------------- ------ ------ ------ ------
  IGF2R (*n* = 103)        0.09          0.06                0.81                     0.99                    0.17                   0.18          0.18   0.15   0.15   0.15
  ERG (*n* = 104)      **0**.**20**    0.1/0.12          **0**.**03**               0.70/0.47                 0.14                   0.12          0.10   0.11   0.09   0.07
  PDGFRa (*n* = 94)    **0**.**37**      0.14          \<**10**^−**3**^               0.31                    0.39                   0.51          0.53   0.18   0.19   0.19
  P53 (*n* = 98)       **0**.**20**   0.17/0.14          **0**.**03**               0.09/0.25                 0.22                   0.20          0.21   0.22   0.25   0.26

The values obtained with the second method are indicated only when they are different from those obtained with the first method. SD: standard deviation.

###### Comparison of the QS distributions before and after colour matching using "Macenko"/"Li-init-SNMF".

  QS                     KS statistic      KS p-value   Mean - batch to normalise   Mean - target batch   SD - batch to normalise   SD - target batch                                      
  ------------------- ------------------- ------------ --------------------------- --------------------- ------------------------- ------------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- -----------
  IGF2R (*n* = 103)          0.14             0.06                0.28                     0.99                  0.06/0.05                0.06            0.06        0.06      0.07/0.06   0.07/0.06
  ERG (*n* = 104)        **0**.**18**      0.12/0.13          **0**.**05**               0.47/0.37               0.11/0.08              0.10/0.07       0.08/0.06   0.09/0.07   0.08/0.06   0.07/0.05
  PDGFRa (*n* = 94)      **0**.**30**         0.06          \<**10**^−**3**^               0.99                  0.18/0.17              0.25/0.24       0.26/0.25   0.10/0.09   0.12/0.11   0.12/0.12
  P53 (*n* = 98)       **0**.**18**/0.16   0.16/0.14        **0**.**06**/0.13            0.13/0.25               0.16/0.13              0.16/0.13       0.17/0.14   0.23/0.20   0.25/0.21   0.25/0.22

The values obtained with the second method are indicated only when they are different from those obtained with the first method. SD: standard deviation.
